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A TISKET, A TASKET, TOSS IN THIS $7.25 TREAT  

WHEN ON THE HUNT FOR A CANDY-FREE EASTER BASKET 
 

Yo Ring’s Teen Toy Inventor Puts His Finger On The Perfect  

Calorie-Free Goodie To Get Kids Movin’, No Matter Their Athletic Prowess 
 

Kaysville, Utah (February 17, 2021) – Just a reminder mom and dad -- Easter 2021 falls on Sunday, April 4. 

Like every other holiday celebrated during a pandemic, this one will be a little different. The Easter egg hunt 

might take place in the living room. Wrapping up a basket starring a chocolate bunny or sugary marshmallow 

peeps may not be the wisest move given how kids are constantly cooped up indoors. One Utah teen advises to 

“yo! ring it up” by gifting kids the Yo Ring ($7.25) they can toss, fling, bounce and catch anytime and 

anywhere thanks to its small lightweight size. 

 

Brody Korth, the teen toy inventor of the Yo Ring, illustrates on his 

site, yoring.com, the incredible benefits of his donut-shaped 

interactive toy. Playing for a few minutes refines hand-eye 

coordination, increases a child’s limited social life and truly, happily 

relieves stress! The Yo Ring 3-pack ($19) featuring all three colors -- 

red, yellow or blue – and comes with free shipping. 

 

Gifting Easter baskets without the sugar-filled jellybeans or chicks 

has become widely accepted. With the warmer weather in sight, 

giving a toy that gets kids moving is a win-win for everyone. Kids 

and moms alike boast online of these durable silicone discs that can 

be hand-washed, last forever and are made in the USA. Yo Ring fans 

share their joy of this simple toy that can be played alone, with friends 

in their bubble, indoors and out: 

 

Our family loves the Yo Ring. We have a wide range of ages in our extended family. The big kids love it but so 

do the little ones. It's great because everyone in the family can play. It's so fun to watch people's faces when 

they catch it on their finger for the first time or complete a trick. Everyone cheers and it's a whole lot of fun. 

 

Once you start you can't stop! 

 

Yo Ring is super awesome; I could spend hours playing with it. 

 

I have a feeling that this will become the next big thing, and for good reason, it’s an amazing time! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Yo Ring • All Ages • $7.25  

Pick your color -- Red, Blue, or Yellow – then pick your trick to toss, 

fling, bounce or kick this amazing little disc. How-to videos on 

YouTube and yoring.com show beginners to advance players all the 

fun one can have using their index finger. Play with a buddy, a team 

or by yourself. There are no rules, unless you make them! 

At an affordable price, this interactive toy makes a great birthday, 

Tooth Fairy, or good report card gift.  

 

Yo Ring 3 Pack • All Ages • $19.00  

Fun is always just a toss away with one ring so imagine having three in the house. All 

three colors - Blue, Red and Yellow – come packaged together. Tuck one or two into a 

backpack or the trunk of the car for a spontaneous game of toss and catch.  

 

Yo Ring can be purchased online at yoring.com Become a Yo Ring fan on Facebook, 

Instagram and YouTube channels then spread the phrase, “Yo Ring it up!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABOUT YO RING 

The Yo Ring was invented by a high schooler’s need to find something interesting and fun to do. When his 

classmates started chanting, Yo Ring it up, young Brody Korth knew he had something special to share with the 

world. From hallways to staircases, basketball courts to football fields, bleachers and even mosh pits, the Yo 

Ring became a game that can be taken anywhere and could be tossed to anyone, at any ages. Making sure the 

ring was durable and would withstand everyday tossing was a top priority for the teen inventor. Discover 

dozens of tricks and games to try at YoRing.com.  

 


